Experience Balkan's

FOOD & FUN

emerging region
3 countries
15+ destinations
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Word of CEO

My passion for food and travel starts in 1983 when for the
first time I left my country and traveled across Turkey,
which turned out to be a rewarding and life-changing
experience. Traveling in the last 40 years not only
sparked my wanderlust and deepened my understanding
of different cultures but also offered me insights into the
needs and expectations of travelers. Therefore in 2016,
together with like-minded partners, I founded Balkantina,
in the hope of creating tailor-made experiences for
people who appreciate meeting local people and
experiencing their heritage, food, and culture. During
these years we have grown into a successful agency that
provides high-quality services in the Balkans region and
promotes the most exciting Food and Fun concept.
Whether you’re catching your dinner on a local mountain
hut or learning how to make “pita” (Bosnian pie) from
someone who grew up watching their grandmothers
cooking - it’s these human-to-human interactions that
make our travels so meaningful and unforgettable. Other
than benefits to travelers, we in Balkantina believe
tourism can and should create positive effects for local
communities.
Thanks to our commitment to high-quality travel services
and reasonable prices, we are ready to enter with you
into the highest achievable professional and profitable
B2B partnership to ensure all needs and expectations of
the clients are met. Our custom travel services are now
available in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Montenegro, and Serbia.
The satisfaction of our partners is our top priority. That’s
why we will be happy to create tailor-made services or
reorganize our existing tours to satisfy mutual interests.
Whenever you'd like to share any business ideas or travel
experiences, or just for a taste of what we can offer,
please, get in touch with us and we will be happy to meet
you in person or via any of the existing communication
platforms.
Looking forward to talking to you soon.
Sincerely,

Samir Ibišević,
CEO of Balkantina

Get in touch
with us
Mail us:
info@balkantina.ba
Call us: +38761030541
(Viber, WhatsApp, Signal)

Our concept
Food & Fun travel
We are the most passionate about two
things - having an extraordinary meal and
feeling high off unusual experiences. Our
team spent a lot of time searching and
discovering the most delicious food and fun
experiences around Balkan. We found
them. And now we want to share them with
the world.

Food & Fun tours are specially curated by
us. We've tried every dish, met every host,
and been through every experience you will
have if choose us as your tour operator. It's
our expertise and passion when it comes to
Balkans gourmet delicacies and the most
fun experiences you could have!

Everything we offer is carefully selected.
Our priority is showing positive stories
about Balkan culture, cuisine, and people all while taking care of our environment
and local communities. Along with the best
quality and content of our tours, the safety
and well-being of everyone involved in
them are the things we care about the
most.

Local experiences,
people, food &
culture

Balkan Food & Fun Tour
Search for the Balkan Spirit
12 days 3 countries 7 cities 23 meals
from €1849

Zagreb

Split

Livno

Čitluk

Mostar Sarajevo Belgrade

Forget everything you’ve heard about the Balkan and open up your mind for a burst of
new exciting knowledge. Discover the real secrets of this region by meeting its local
people, culture, and cuisine - all while enjoying in unique and fun experiences. Reveal
the mysterious spirit of the Balkans by visiting three sister countries - Croatia, Serbia &
Bosnia & Herzegovina. All three are so passionate and full of life but each of them has a
unique personality. Enjoy Split’s divine sea sunsets and discover local tastes like never
before. Embrace the strong spirit of Belgrade and indulge yourself in traditional treats
like a real local. Let Sarajevo’s diversity excite you and open your soul to local life and
people.

Your must-see and feel highlights
Fun Experience: Museum of Croatian gastronomy, Dark tour of Split, Wild horses tour in
Livno, Visit to olive farm in Split, Mushroom hunt above Sarajevo, Traditional dance class in
Livno
Food Experience: Local craft beer tasting in Zagreb, Food tour with a local in Split, Wine &
cheese tasting in Čitluk, Bosnian coffee class in Mostar, City & Gourmet tour in Sarajevo, Sip
and paint workshop in Sarajevo, Cook&Eat with locals in Sarajevo, Rakia tasting in Belgrade

Bosnia and Herzegovina Food & Fun Tour
Tastes and heartbeats of
Bosnia & Herzegovina
12 days

1 country

7 cities 20 meals

from €1569

Sarajevo Mostar

Čitluk

Livno

Kupres

Fojnica

Visoko

Discover memorable tastes and feel the heartbeat of beautiful Bosnia &
Herzegovina. See a strong spirit of a country that was torn by war, thriving and
offering fascinating sceneries. Meet local people who will tell you incredible stories
and whose hearts will continue to warm your heart even when you come back
home. Explore Sarajevo’s diversity, let it excite you, and open your soul to local
customs and people. Feel Mostar's mystic spirit and travel through time in the Old
town. Breathe Livno's fresh air and meet new local galloping friends in the
mountains above. Enjoy in the mountain city of Kupres, which will offer you a
myriad of exciting activities. Meet Fojnica's monks at the Franciscan Monastery and
have lunch at their wine cellar. Let Visoko's energy fuel you up and let a local show
you that pyramids don't exist only in Egypt.

Your must-see and feel highlights
Fun Experience: Mushroom hunt above Sarajevo, Coppersmith handcraft workshop in
Sarajevo, Visit to Tito's bunker in Konjic, Wild horses tour in Livno, Bike tour/Skiing/Horse
riding/Hiking in Kupres, Spa in Fojnica, Guided meditation or yoga class in Visoko, Canoe safari
in Trebižat
Food Experience: City & Gourmet tour in Sarajevo, Cook&eat with locals in Sarajevo, Local
wine tasting in Čitluk, Local rakia & cheese tasting at Kupres, Lunch at the monastery with
monks in Fojnica, Sip&paint with traditional music in Čitluk

Sarajevo Food & Fun experiences
From local people to you
Food tours
from €41

Cooking classes

The shortcut to getting to the heart
and soul of the local culture is the
shortest if you go on a full stomach.
The reasons for this are simple consuming local specialties will also
absorb local traditions, identities,
and historical influences. In the end,
the center of attention of all these
phenomena is people, and the
natives will be the easiest to win over
and get them to give you their heart
and attention while socializing at a
rich meal.

from €43
Join our cooking classes in the heart
of Sarajevo! Learn how to make
typical local dishes, from handmade
pies to dolma, using locally grown
and produced products. Not only will
you learn and prepare delicious
home-cooked food, but you'll also
get time to sit down and enjoy your
delicious creations in good company.

Tastings
from €24
Explore the world of flavors with our
carefully crafted local wine and
brandy-tasting experiences. Pair
them with the perfect local cheeses
and prosciutto. Our tasting will
delight your taste buds and
introduce you to a range of local
gourmet delicacies.

Tailor-made Food & Fun
Build your own Balkan
adventure
Let us be your exclusive travel designer for an unforgettable
Balkan adventure. Adapt an already-made itinerary or make your
own Balkantina - style itinerary from scratch.

Tell us your clients styles and interests. Sit back
and relax. We'll create a perfect travel itinerary
that suits your travelers every wish - but with a
spark of Balkantina magic.

Once we settled on the perfect itinerary, you
can choose when and where your travelers will
start the trip.

Our assistance will be available for our travellers
the whole trip.

